josh's story keywords

the eyeball of a rooster

grandparents: rescue Fl., palms, strange
D. rapping, famous? producer? meet and move
skeptical? D. job? mom liquor
fool GP: to end... bail, rent, bills
visits: stun, family! no role until...
start: D. call, GP die, condo, jail
mom drunk, couch, if leave?
neighbor: ambulance! physician, morning: plane
arrive hospital: dribs, DT next
shock condo: crime? couch trays, smell, carpet: purpose?
month sort, David: house arrest
mom stable: to nursing home, no insure, beginning
no GP: no know how survive, pay medical, David jail if...
no go home, help on feet, only me, so 4 months as social w.
(situation: mom hospital) typical: documents in condo
problem Army base, how gates? lists and passes
David lose so commando, golf or wall
me: no list, only call from in, neighbors: confuse and no risk
(mom no other way so back idea you call?)
no call: not new, but officer through
like city, lakes, stores, shuttle
all know parking, mom impress, D. argue, conspicious
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how woman childhood today? big reason: Minn. strangers
door, car! husband? cables? legit: cold
phone, corner! should say, no let, say - do
so must hear pathway, snow, inside: gun! „bitch!“
me there: door, cold, third man: always
TV, Sonny 9mm, gunfire, bullets, out chair, hide, watch leave
mom 911, name? me explain, 9 yrs, week S. die
dad custody, D. mom, summer but no same, when all change?
suppose years hard but worse
mention years, first picture life, with mother: drink and men
no good, no worst, jail and beat, „kill!“
14: cabinet Mark, fight, chair
feel young defend! if no stand then crazy, cops!
see mom tell no happen, feeling, hide
age through this, act normal, afraid visitors, kids freak
warn: hear and see! maybe cops, violent, regular: crazy
time in Fl., routine, happen me: medical, sink, D. wrench
every progress: horizon
good no drink, sure cash booze, Apollo 13
resist so talk, questions: how begin?
no wake alcoholic! certain: PTSD, Minn. vivid!
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Minnesota story no tell
why divorce: NASA, mom stay house...
Sonny, personality, guitar
like dad? move, mom no go
drugs, friends in house
remember Sioux, dinosaur, play
picture upset, see long, thirty? look good
remind mean end, compare recognize?
frustration, emotional, no upset
what do: cry? fit?
glad fast recover but no normal live
happen so worse but... sudden normal, no action
but effort, energy no back, depressed
how explain? if know: healthy
quality adapt: reason here, ladder
hurricane, D. drive, stop, surprising?
license, pills, twice for car on road, jail: mom alone
dark, street lights, chaos, drink, relief insane but...
no call! what say? wish know
worse call, with Ethan could
no say: guilt no call! no mind! rather than 4 months
cycle: no tell because... last thing want

